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“Dbartisan is an invaluable Dba productivity tool.... 

Whatever tasks we need to perform, it’s just a couple of 

clicks and away we go.”

Challenge
a database engineer needed a comprehensive database management tool to keep operations running smoothly for a 

global clothing and accessories retailer, where he is part of the distribution center product team. 

the retailer’s it environment includes approximately 150 production databases across a mix of platforms including SQl 

Server, mySQl, and oracle that support the company’s warehouse management and fulfillment systems. at any given 

time there may be hundreds of concurrent users on these systems, which are managed by a team of database administra-

tors located across multiple distribution centers that handle online order shipments and in-store inventory replenishment.

if the retailer’s databases go down and impact their warehouse and fulfillment systems’ operations, things can get very 

expensive, very quickly.

previously, the team relied on an oem tool that required going to multiple user interfaces to manage their databases, 

causing a drain on valuable time and resources. 

Solution
With all these moving parts, the database engineer needed a solution that could improve his team’s productivity while 

managing multiple databases and servers across a growing it environment. they have been using iDera Dbartisan since 

2004 for its ability to manage multiple platforms from a single interface, and to help users connect to, set up, and update 

multiple databases more easily and quickly.

“Dbartisan is an invaluable Dba productivity tool, one that we feel is best on the market for our needs. instead of logging 

on to individual servers for individual databases and doing line commands -- or even scripting (which is not always practi-

cal) -- we can go to one tool to connect to multiple databases at the same time. Whatever tasks we need to perform, it’s 

just a couple of clicks and away we go.”

Dbartisan features that are particularly helpful included the tool’s ability to: extract Data Definition language (DDl) from a 

database, manage user privileges in database security settings, manage tablespaces to allocate more space as needed, 

and connect to multiple servers and databases at the same time. 

Dbartisan also enabled the team to compare two environments (security profile, DDl) to see what the security role per-

missions are, and quickly determine what adjustments need to be made to ensure proper access.
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reSultS
Dbartisan has helped the retailer achieve significant time savings due to ease of access to multiple databases and 

servers from a single tool. occasionally, this team uses the tool to assess database performance issues and perform 

migrations as well.

“i’m probably in the tool multiple times a day, for different reasons. if i had to do all that manually -- going to 5 different 

servers to connect to 10 different databases -- that can add up to hours that we save by using Dbartisan.”

https://www.idera.com/productssolutions/sqlserver/sqlsafebackup/freetrialsubscriptionform?utm_medium=inasset&utm_source=casestudy&utm_campaign=sqlsafe
https://www.idera.com/dbartisan-database-administration-solution/freetrialsubscriptionform?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=inasset&utm_campaign=embdbartisan

